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Abstract— Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is the 

most used relative positioning technology today for land surveys. 
However, this positioning method is not suitable for indoor or 
dense urban environments because the positioning accuracy is 
greatly affected by obstructions from tall buildings and trees that 
can cost the deviation of signals. On the other hand, Ultra-
wideband (UWB) is a local positioning technology used for local 
measurements in a high multipath environment. This paper 
focuses on the integration methodology between GNSS and UWB 
(GNSS/UWB) for outdoor positioning based on Real-Time 
Kinematic (RTK). We equally proposed a method for anchor 
notes positioning used to determine the target node coordinates. 
Simulation results with MATLAB showed that a survey based on 
GNSS/UWB was exceptionally efficient technology for the 
environment with very poor satellite visibilities and allowed for 
reliable millimeters accuracy. The coordinates of each point were 
obtained in less than 2 minutes of the observational sessions. 

Index Terms— GNSS/UWB Integration, Cadastral Map, 
Digital Land Points, Localization Accuracy, Particle Filter and            
Geo-Localization 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ADASTRAL maps are certificate-having law forces held 

by the land creditor. It described the cadastral 

geographical location, boundary points, boundary lines, 

and the adjacent relationship between cadastral. Da Bing 

Yang, et. al. proposed that land mapping was a necessary 

complement of land certificates’ records and addressed, the 

importance of handling land ownership certificates [1]. A 

method to improve the digital map’s reliability and accuracy 

using GPS/INS-based low-order extended kalman filter (EKF) 

has been proposed. The accuracy of cadastral mapping is a 

critical technology in the establishment of a cadastral 

management system. Cadastral mapping is the combination of 

spatial data and attributes data. In practice, Static and Real-

time Kinematic (RTK) positioning is used in GPS surveys. 

Artur Oruba, et. al. proposed a network of a reference system 

that enables the automatic processing of static data observed 

from any user, which reduces the minimum observation period 

to about 15min for line-of-sight [2]. Satellite observation 

methods require measurements to be carried out in an open 

area, which is a major limitation. When there is no direct path 

from the satellite to the receiver, the survey becomes difficult, 

sometimes impossible, using traditional GNSS techniques [3]. 

The avoidance of GNSS measurements in the forest, a very 

dense urban and mountain environment is increasing due to 

poor localization. Previous research proposed precise point 

positioning technology [4], static surveying [5], [6], 

differential code measurement [7], method of absolute 

measurement [8], and RTK [9] to reduced positioning error in 

such environment; however, the positioning accuracy was 

poor. Mieczysław Bakuła, et. al, analyses the accuracy 

conditions with limited visibility of satellites using three 

GPS/GLONASS receivers set up on a particular measurement 

beam [10]. However, many visible satellites are observable for 

multi-GNSS positioning, which becomes very cumbersome to 

mitigate. A method of satellite selection was proposed in [11] 

to minimize this effect. The primary source of high-accuracy 

field surveys is (challenging to eliminate) the multipath error 

[12]. Multipath is the recording of reflected signals by the 

GNSS receiver. This signal reflection can be of two types. It 

can reflect the ground that arrived at the receiver’s antenna 

[13] or obstacle standing near the receiver (trees, mountain, 

tall buildings). The satellite movement and the orbit cost 

continually satellite geometry change; the multipath impact 

level depends on the altitude of a given satellite and time. 

Signals high in the zenith are of less risk to multipath effect 

compared to low satellites. [14] proposed that at reference 

stations, measurements can be done in 15-30min cycles in 

other to minimized multipath error. The required observation 

time is a disadvantage. In kinematic and rapid static GNSS 

surveys, the multipart effect was considered the primary 

source of error [15] and increased observation time to several 

minutes. [16] proposed that the multipath effect can be 

minimized using several receivers. 

In dense urban, mountain, forest, and indoor environments, 

precise positioning has always been a more challenging 

problem for many reasons. The GNSS signal is not strong 

enough to penetrate most materials. As soon as an object hides 

the GNSS satellite from the target’s view, the signal is 

corrupted, limiting GNSS’s usefulness to open environments 

and limiting its performance in the mountains, dense urban, 

and forest environments, as retaining a lock on the GNSS 

signals becomes very difficult. GNSS typically becomes 

almost useless in such challenging environments. However, 
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there is an increasing need for precise localization in cluttered 

environments, in addition to open spaces. For example, in a 

land survey, accurate localization of digital land points is an 

emerging need, “blue force tracking” that knows where 

friendly force is, is of great significance, must especially in 

urban scenarios. A promising solution to minimize the 

multipath effect and increase position accuracy is radio signals 

like UWB technology because UWB ranging has several 

characteristics, which give them superiority over GNSS 

signals in low to limited signal environments. UWB’s 

sufficient time resolution ability, high-speed data 

transmission, accurate position estimation, low power 

transceiver designs, and robust performance in dense 

multipath environments can improve the GNSS navigation 

system. Furthermore, UWB ranging provides the capability to 

augment GNSS through high accuracy ranges. UWB 

information is transmitted through a series of baseband pulses 

instead of the modulated sinusoidal carrier in an impulse 

signal. On the other hand, multi-carrier UWB signals use a set 

of sub-carriers. Each of these sub-carriers must not interfere 

with one another and should overlap. The ability of multi-

carrier UWB signals to minimize interference with bands used 

by different systems sharing the spectrum is advantageous 

[17]. UWB gives significant advantages in numerous 

applications, including industrial RF monitoring systems, 

high-speed LAN, Unmanned Aerial vehicles (UAV), Intrusion 

Detection Radars, and Unmanned Ground vehicles (UGV) 

precise positioning, Tactical Handheld Radios, and more. 

Other additional advantages of UWB include; 

1) With power spread over huge bandwidth, frequency 

selective fading from multipath/materials is mitigated [18]. 

2) Ranging – very fine precision distance and range 

resolution. 

3) Low energy density gives less interference to closer 

systems and minimal RF health hazards. 

4) Minimal multipath cancellation effects. 

Multipath nullification happens when a multipath signal 

arrives at the anchor node partially or totally out of phase with 

the direct signal. It causes a reduced amplitude response. With 

a short period of signal pulses, direct signals will arrive before 

indirect signals. As a result, they are fewer multipath 

cancellation effects with UWB signals. UWB, like GNSS 

technology, is still subject to physics laws for radio frequency 

signals such as trade-off versus bandwidth. Another issue with 

UWB is its ranging accuracy. In addition, UWB provides 

reliable and precise results regarding relative positioning 

concerning a local frame, at the cost of covering the working 

area with expensive antennas, thereby limiting UWB 

technology only to a relatively small extent outdoor and 

applicable indoor. On the other hand, GNSS is a cheap 

technology that offers an adequately accurate localization 

outdoor worldwide, in terms of a global frame (longitude, 

altitude, latitude). Using UWB to increase GNSS enlarges 

navigating and positioning in areas where GNSS typical 

falters; this is mostly indoors or in hostile signal 

environments. Because both systems are harmonious, 

integrating these sensors for precise positioning draws benefits 

from both types of sensors while reducing their drawbacks. 

Previous sensor fusion proposed that a particle filter can 

combine GPS/UWB for and out/indoor scenarios, but there 

were no descriptions on anchor node placement. Besides, GPS 

provides low accuracy when compared to GNSS technology 

[19]. [20] equally shown that they were improvement in 

combining UWB and GPS. However, precision is also a 

function of the UWB beacon’s location; besides, the 

estimation was slightly sensitive to the location’s initial guess. 

Finally, [21] uses a single UWB range to increase GPS in 

hostile environments. The analysis shows a rapid convergence 

of the Kalman filter positioning and reduced Dilution of 

Precision (DOP) values with the UWB range’s augmentation. 

The goal of this research work can be summarized as follow: 

1) Show that an integrated GNSS-UWB solution is more 

accurate and reliable than a GNSS-only solution under 

conditions with limited access to satellite signals.  

2) Show that the accuracy depends on anchor node 

positioning. 

3) Show a reduction in observation time. 

This paper focuses on the probabilistic combination of 

sensor data acquired from different sources; GNSS global and 

a local positioning technique like UWB. More precisely, we 

propose a Monte Carlo (Particle Filter) localization algorithm, 

representing the target node’s position poses using a set of 

weighted samples (particles). As an advantage, this 

approaches ability to combine measurements from different 

sensors while considering their probabilistic behaviors 

appropriately. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

A) Analysis of GNSS/UWB 

UWB provides better accuracy than GNSS, both indoor and 

outdoor; however, it can only offer local coordinates of a 

point. On the contrary, GNSS provides relative coordinates. A 

tightly coupled GPS/Wi-Fi integration was proposed in [22] to 

address GPS outages and improve the overall positioning 

accuracy to about 2.75m. [19] uses a particle filter to fuse GPS 

and UWB measurements in an indoor/outdoor track. Although 

UWB measurements are intermittent outdoor, they are still 

improving positioning accuracy when the measures are 

integrated. In the proposal, comparisons were made when the 

robot only relies on the odometric system for its position, and 

the robot position is estimated using a particle filter while 

considering UWB range measurements. When the GPS signal 

is available, they were combined to improve robot localization 

with about 37cm accuracy. 

In our proposer, we used UWB/GNSS signal to provide 

better accuracy for digital land points since latitude and 

longitude are required to locate a point on the earth’s surface, 

as presented in Fig. 1. We assume that all anchor nodes (ANs) 

are involved in the positioning and that the target coordinates 

are the same as the vertex. For each AN, the input information 

includes each GNSS measurement at the integration time with 

the target. It is equally considered that GNSS clock error is 

minimized [23] by using additional satellites to correct anchor 

nodes to satellites clock error. Localization can be achieved by 

self-positioning (target nodes estimated its position or by 

remote-positioning (central unit which calculates position 
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information from different anchor nodes) [24]. This work’s 

positioning technique is remote positioning combined with a 

two-step positioning system that uses TDOA localization 

techniques due to its low complexity compared to direct 

positioning, whose position is estimated directly from its 

received signal [25], [26]. In [27], it was proven that ToA is 

commonly preferable for the UWB position; combining 

ToA/TDoA gives more accurate results. GNSS Positioning 

Equation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The GNSS pseudo-range observation equation is given by 
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where ut is the receiver clock offset, ji
satt ,  is the satellite 

clock offset, jiI , is the Ionospheric error, Ti  is the tropospheric 

error, 
ji,  is the measurement noise and c is the speed of light. 

The observation equation from 
thm  satellite to receiver can be 

written as;  
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 Tuuuu ZYXX ,,=  and e  is the angular velocity of earth 

rotation (m/s) Equation (1) can be represented in vector form 

as:  
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With the availability of multi-GNSS in the sky, a grant 

number of the satellite can be observed simultaneously, with 

some having very bad GDOP. Therefore, it becomes vital to 

select satellites having good GDOP. The absolute value of 

residual ranging error can be used as an evaluation method to 

determine satellites with good GDOP, as proposed in [11]. 
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Where usyn tt ** , are the estimated values from all visible 

satellites and jijili ITt ,
*

,
*

,

* ,,  are the broadcast ephemeris 

correct values. The residual ranging error includes ephemeris 

error, satellite vehicle clock error, positioning error, multipath 

effect, modeling of the ionosphere and troposphere error, and 

measurement noise. The positioning accuracy becomes worse 

if the measurement value of residual ranging error is high. 

Therefore, if the residual range error meets equation (5), then 

it should be eliminated. 

  2, +=ji
 (5) 

where  2, are the standard deviation (STD) and average 

residual ranging errors respectively. 

The position state x is in rectangular coordinates so, these 

coordinates have to be converted from Cartesian to Geodetic 

coordinates as follows: 
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Where (Fr) is the Earth’s ellipsoid meridian radius of 

curvature, and Meridian ellipse eccentricity is e. Therefore, we 

can deduce the GPS estimated position as represented in 

(7) at the top of the next page. 

B) UWB Positioning 

In order to compute the user position a minimum of three 

UWB reference nodes are required for UWB TDOA-based 

positioning. According to [28] the actual range equation of 

UWB is given by  

 ji
w

jijiji
w

,,,,  ++=  (8) 

Where ji,  is the range estimation error, ji,  is the TDOA 

estimation at reference node i, and ji
w

,  is the pseud-orange 

measurements. 
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where, e
w  is UWB positioning error, ji

w
ji

w
li

w zyx ,,, ,,  are 

the coordinates of the 
thi  UWB reference node, and 

satsatsat zyx ,,  are the satellite coordinate. Repeating steps in 

section 2.2, we can deduce UWB estimated position as in 

(10). 

B) Particle Filter 

This is a recursive filtering algorithm use in handling non-

linear and non-Gaussian parameter and system state 

estimation. We employ a Particle Filter because the 

probabilistic observation model of UWB sensors is non-linear. 

Also, it leads to distributions that can be difficult to 

approximate by Gaussian, and PF is good for arbitrary 

Innovation 

UWB 

+ 

Particle Filter  

Corrected 
Output 

- + 

GNSS 

 
Fig. 1. GPS Aided UWB Sensor Fusion 
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distributions, which enable global localization of anchor nodes 

at start-up. [29], [30], [31] presented the particle filter 

algorithm principle as a non-parametric form of Bayes filter. 

The state-space generates random samples in groups that 

depend on the posterior conditional for distributing the system 

state vector. The particle’s position and weight are adjusted 

continuously [32] based on its measured value until the 

convergence of state quantity. 

 

 

PFs are suitable to work with almost random sensor 

characteristics, noise distributions, even non-linearities, and 

motion dynamics if and only if some likelihood model of their 

uncertainty can be given. They can simultaneously sustain 

different hypotheses about the pose of a target node. This 

ability permits the localization system to track a target node 

within complex and self-similar scenarios. As particle filters 

sample the space of possible positions up to a given sampling 

density, their computational cost can be limited, and they are 

easy to implement. 

III. INTEGRATED GNSS/UWB POSITIONING USING 

PARTICLE FILTER 

A) System Model 

We consider a set of anchor nodes (UWB radios mount on a 

GNSS receiver) position, as presented in fig. 2 and with an 

embedded processor for particle filter processing. These 

anchor nodes use TDOA to measure the mobile handset 

position. The land surveyor moves from one point to another, 

collecting digital land points.  

1) We derive the equations of our particle filter. Let 

ttt xz ,, denote the observation for any given time step t, 

mobile user action and system state respectively. However, 

we are interested in the target pose. Unknown biases are 

used to augment the system state 1−k
Nb  of each UWB 

beacon, where N is the set of beacons that determine the 

3D position k
Nb . Knowing that ts evolves as a Markov 

chain, we can write our estimation problem as: 
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2) Considering that samples are drawn from the system 

transition such that; 

 ),,(),,( 11  −− = tttttt sszszq   (12) 

Then, the important weight can be updated as: 
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3) We consider that the observation tz contains GNSS 

reading and UWB range reading at a time step t. The 

observation variables can be defined as:  
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4) Considering that the random errors of each of the 

measurements are independent, the observation likelihood 

can be summarized as: 
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5) A Gaussian distribution obtained from GNSS satellites 

can appropriately model the position of each UWB as 

follows: 
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Where 
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t is the number of satellites observed at each 

instant (t) and 
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t

)(
 is the position of each UWB.  

6) The sensor model is accountable for the Gaussian 

noise only because the bias 
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,

i

tkb is jointly estimated to 

the system state as: 
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Where X is the target position and UWB
2  is the 

positioning error. 

7) Denote 
)(iN as the set of ANs of the target, 

)(iM as 

the number of visible satellites, and k is the GNSS output 

time. We now formulate the integrated positioning as 

follows: 

a) Find the posterior target distribution having state kX with 

the information collected by GNSS/UWB as shown in (19)  

 ( ) MXX ikkk = ,)( :1  (19) 
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B) Anchor Node Positioning 

To guarantee that the target well gets continuous accuracy 

positioning, we must ensure that the target should not move 

out of range. A maximum number of ANs are placed such that 

the distance between the target and ANs is not greater than 

parameter λmax. We start by defining some useful notations. 

 

 

 

TABLE I 
SOME USEFUL NOTATIONS 

 

TG is the target 

λmax the maximal spacing 

constraint 

TG = (xu, yu, zu) the location of target TG 

b = (xc, yc, zc) the location of AN 

b∗ the number of AN 

A is the coverage area 

 

Anchor nodes placement can be represented as a coverage 

area, such that ,,21 ALLg = where 
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222 )()()( −+−+− cucucu zzyyxx as shown 

in Fig. 3 arrangement 2. In [28], it was proven by computer 

simulation that an increase in the distance from one AN to 

another reduces positioning error why closer ANs further 

increases the positioning error. Considering this critical fact, 

we proposed a GNSS/UWB error model base on the Dilution 

of Precision (DoP) technique. Here, we defined the following 

matrix why considering the unit vector from the target node to 

AN direction as: 
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Let the matrix h be 

 ( ) 1−
= AAh T

 (22) 

Then, PDOP can be expressed as follows: 

 332211 hhhPDOP ++=  
(23) 

The smaller the value of PDOP, the better is AN 

arrangement with higher positioning accuracy. Therefore, to 

achieve high positioning accuracy, the target node will be at 

the origin and the receiver ANs centered on the hemisphere. 

Since it is difficult to find a combination that minimizes (23). 

The virtual particles should be spread on the hemisphere and 

randomly add particles. Take out and compare the respective 

PDOPs to find the optimum placement. 

C) Positioning Error Model 

The primary performance condition in a ranging system is 

its accuracy, commonly characterized by the root mean square 

error (RMSE). RMSE indicates the difference between the real 

and estimated position of a target node. It can be calculated by 

expressing the estimated point in the latitude longitude-height 

(LLH) coordinates using the origin’s true target node position. 

The height error is given by 

UWB Receiver 

GNSS Receiver 

 
 
Fig. 2. Live View of GNSS/UWB Surveying Based on our Proposed 

Method. 
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 22 LoLaHr +=  (24) 

Where aL  and oL are the latitude and Longitude errors 

respectively.  Next, we calculate the RMSE as: 

RMSERMSE aoRMSE LLH 22 +=  

Where 
RMSEoL  and 

RMSEaL  is the latitude and longitude RMSE 

error respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Optimized GNSS/UWBP Positioning with AN Placement as in 

Arrangement 2 

D) Improvement Rate Analysis 

To analysis the improvement rate of our proposed model, 

we calculate the improvement rate as follows:  

 100Im
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B. Modeling Algorithm 
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Fig.8. PDOP for ANs positioning as in arrangements 2 and 3 of Fig. 3 

above. 

 
 

Fig.4. Difference in positioning error due to anchor node arrangement. 

 
Fig .3. AN Optimal Placement and Random Placement 
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Fig. 5. Trajectory for various positioning schemes with anchor node 

arrangement 3 of Fig. 3. 
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IV. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSIONS 

To test our proposed land survey method, we have carried 

out computer simulation within a challenging mixed 

environment, combining UWB and GNSS readings using a 

particle filter. We assume that all the GNSS systems have, on 

average, a similar geometry configuration of all the available 

navigation satellites (Nsv) satellites per design. The number of 

particles is 1000, the number of UWB is 4, the field is 

100x100x100m, and the standard deviation of moving error is 

0.5m. 

In our simulation, four GNSS/UWB receivers were placed, 

as shown in fig.2 to cover the environment under analysis. 

During the simulation, data were simultaneously collected 

from the GNSS/UWB receivers and sampled using a particle 

filter to determine the anchor node position. It moves from one 

point to the other, collecting digital land points. In this 

analysis, we compare three different situations; 

1) Analysis the positioning accuracy of GNSS/UWB and 

GNSS only environment. 

2) Time taking by the target node using GNSS only and 

GNSS/UWB to determine it position. 

3) A mixed environment with anchor nodes positions 

according to arrange arrangement 2 and arrangement 3 of 

Fig. 3. 

The optimal positioning arrangement in Fig. 4 exiting at the 

origin is arrangement 2 with three ANs placed at the vertices 

of an equilateral triangle on the ground and the other placed at 

the zenith. Fig. 5 shows the target node trajectory in hostile 

conditions compared with two different solutions and with an 

anchor node position in arrangement 3 of Fig. 3. In the figure, 

the green and red lines show the difference between 

augmenting GNSS with and without UWB measurements, and 

the blue lines show the actual position of the target node. Fig. 

5 equally indicates that the GNSS/UWB is more accurate than 

the GNSS-only solution. Fig. 6 shows the optimum placement 

of the anchor node as in arrangement 2 of Fig. 3. The figure 

shows that anchor node placement significantly affects 

positioning accuracy. In Fig. 7, blue dots designate locations 

where the target node is stopped along the trajectory, and the 

black dots represent anchor node placement. The Position 

Dilution of Precision (PDOP) solution in Fig. 8 shows that 

GNSS/UWB ranges have the lowest PDOP values compared 

to GNSS only solution. Also, about 3, GNSS spikes up to 9, 

while the solution with GNSS/UWB does not observe such a 

dramatic increase. It can be attributed to the fact that the target 

node was in the densest environment. However, GNSS/UWB 

could weather this obstruction, and our proposed GNSS/UWB 

gives a stronger geometric strength on positioning accuracy. 

V. CONCLUSION  

This paper has implemented and evaluated a probabilistic 

framework for a land survey that merges different sensory 

sources. Based on the particle filter, our approach considers 

UWB, GNSS, and the combination of both technologies to 

reliably estimate a target node that moves from one point to 

the other, collecting digital land points in outdoor scenarios. 

Because UWB signals have characteristics that enable them to 

range accurately in high multipath and indoor conditions, its 

combination with GNSS is both beneficial and complimentary. 

The RMS error for the coordinate determination was 0.002 m, 

0.004 m, 0.013 m for the northern, eastern, and height, 

respectively. Our proposed method performed much better, 

with 91% of the reliability. Also, it considerably reduced 

systematic errors and allowed all gross errors to be eliminated; 

however, this combination resulted in obtaining reliable 

coordinates with millimeters accuracy. Our proposed method 

permits a target node to rapidly and accurately collect the 

coordinates of a point. Results from computer simulation have 

been presented, proving the suitability of the proposed 

approach for land surveys. 
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